
What this guide is about

This guide explains four strong cultural attitudes in the US and suggests culturally appropriate 
strategies for students.

Cultural Value: Individualism

One of the founding values of the United States is that each person controls his or her own 
destiny, that each person has the freedom to make choices for him or herself, and that success 
or failure depends very much on an individual’s effort. Individuals are recognized for their effort 
and achievement, and it is considered dishonest to take credit for work you haven’t done 
yourself.

• Take the initiative in your daily life. Do not wait or rely on others to take responsibilities 
for you. Ask questions when you are unsure of something. Willingness to participate and 
volunteer is viewed as a positive characteristic.

• Have confidence in your decisions and in your ability to take some risks. Americans favor 
and reward self-made individuals over those who do not work or take risks for their 
status. Set goals and develop an ethic of working to achieve them. 

• Express your own opinion. Diversity is valued in America; contributing your own 
thoughts is often more preferred than conforming. If something is lacking, bring 
attention to it or make suggestions. Everyone has this right, so it is also important to 
respect others’ opinions. 

Cultural Value: Equality

Another founding value of the United States is that each person is created equal and should 
enjoy equal opportunities. The same rules apply to everyone from birth. Americans pride 
themselves in being able to move up society’s hierarchy. Status is a result of hard work and 
hierarchy is an artificial creation that is not inherent. 

• Expect informality. Americans often address each other by their first name regardless of 
title. Greetings are short and do not elicit conversation, even with the question “How’s 
it going?” Everyone is treated equally; lack of deference is not an insult or indignity.

• Take advantage of social networks. Find others with similar interests or goals and 
communicate what you can do for each other. Be ready to ask questions and answer 
questions about yourself. Everyone is a resource and connecting with more people 
creates more opportunity.  

• Be collaborative and competitive. Working with others and challenging each other 
fosters growth. Progress motivates Americans to achieve more. Social systems reward 
this, making it easy to be promoted.

Cultural Value: Directness

Americans communicate very directly, believing it is the speaker’s responsibility to be perfectly 
clear. They value honesty and openness, even when the information is unpleasant. They can be 



confused by the indirect communication style of other cultures. They generally see indirectness 
as a sign of dishonesty.

• Be straightforward in your statements to show respect for others’ time. Explain points 
linearly and logically, sequentially if necessary.  Do not make your listener work to 
understand your point.

• Be explicit about any important or related details. Do not assume that others share a 
common knowledge. Introduce the context by including relevant and appropriate 
information in advance.

• Be pragmatic in explanations. Use objective facts to establish credibility. Americans 
prefer to make decisions based on practicality rather than emotion.  

Cultural Value: Time Sensitivity

Americans are very conscious of time! They believe that time should be monitored carefully, 
managed effectively, and used efficiently. They can become impatient when things do not run 
according to schedule.

• Stay productive. If you do not have tasks or schedules, Americans believe you are not 
maximizing productivity, which can be seen as laziness or complacency. Expect to plan 
both work and recreation.

• Respect other peoples’ time. Avoid being late. If it’s unavoidable, let the other person 
know beforehand via phone or e-mail how many minutes you are “running behind”. Do 
not rely on being able to reschedule.

• Communicate goals to others. Sharing goals builds accountability while informing people 
of your schedule. Americans believe that actively planning now for a better future is 
responsible behavior.

General Advice

While these values fall on a spectrum (there is variation across America, North Carolina, and 
even the university), Americans view them as positive. Noticing how these values motivate 
Americans from their own perspective can ease your cross-cultural transition. Don’t take your 
own culture for granted either; Americans may be equally confused by how you do things.
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